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with any parties, and declared that what was wanted was a non-
partisan Government of experts.
THIRD WITOS CABINET
After five days of negotiations with the party chiefs the President
invited Witos to constitute a new Government, and the Populist
leader was successful on May 10 by making a coalition of the
Right and Centre parties, with 237 votes out of the 444 in the
Seym. It was the third Cabinet of Witos, and his supporters
were of the same political colours as those of his second. He had
a clear Parliamentary majority, but the parties of the Left
clamoured for a dissolution of Parliament as the best solution
of the crisis. A new figure at the head of the Ministry of War
was General Malczewski, whom Witos had appointed without
consulting Pilsudski whose enemy Malczewski was. During the
months of the existence of the Skrzynski Government the War
Office had been in the hands of Zeligowski, and he took the
opportunity to undo what Sikorski had done respecting the
commands of regiments; the Pilsudskists were put back in their
former places. Malczewski as Minister of War would mean a
fresh purging of the army as against the Marshal. And the new
Government, a combination of the Right—the National Democrats
and their allies—and of the Centre—the Witos Populists Piast—was
the same kind of Government which had driven him out of the
army. All this revolted Pilsudski, who regarded himself as the
Leader in the Liberation and the Creator of the Army of Poland.
During the night of May 10-11, 1926, a persistent rumour
spread throughout Warsaw that shots were fired at the house of
the Marshal at Sulejowek, and an attack attempted by large
numbers of men belonging to political organizations hostile to
him. Coming on top of the discontent shown by a very considerable
part of the Polish people with the Witos Government, this news
caused tremendous excitement in the army, with the immediate
result that several regiments stationed at Rembertow placed
themselves at the disposal of Pilsudski. On May n the Rurjer
Poranny published an interview given by him attacking in strong
terms the Witos Government in general and Witos in particular;

